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13. The Foundation of the Theory of Displacements, II.

(Application to the functional manifolds.)

By Akitsugu Khwhucn.
Mathematical Institute, Hokkaido Imperial University, Sapporo.

(Comm. by M. FUZIWARA, ..A., Feb. 12, 1934.)

As applications of the general theory set out in my previous papera)

I shall take here the functional space manifolds and in the next paper
the manifolds of matrices. We may regard the former as of infinitely
many dimensions and the latter of indeterminate dimensions.

1. Let the underlying manifold M and the associated manifolds
M(), M be all functional manifolds, which consist of summable real
functions of a real variable.) In this case any element a* of M* is a
system of functions a(t), a((t), which are elements of M, M() respec-
tively. It is natural to take such correspondence between any manifolds
M as the underlying isomorphism that corresponding functions have same
values for all same values of their variables. By the term neighbour-
hood of a function at) we understand a totality of functions St such
that ]St- a <:r, being a positive number. Consider an element
t(a*) in M. determined uniquely for every a* and continuous with
respect to a*, then the covariant change of a function t(a*) due to a
displacement D,. can be represented by

(1) Vt= P,t+ Ft(,., ., D..),
or by notation of differential for b* approaching a* such that
D,,-*1

(2) (a*) (a*) + F(,, a*, D., ,+,.).
2. Now we take the following four postulates.
The first Postulate" The displacement is linear.

(3) V(t(a*) + bt(a*) )= Vt(a*) + Vbt(a*),

1) A. Kawaguchi: The foundation of the theory of displacements, Proc. 9 (1933),
351-354 (cit. with F.D.I.).

2) For real or complex functions of several real or complex variables we can also
establish a similar theory by some modification.

3) We use the notation at for a function a(t) of a real variable $ as a matter of
convenience.
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then it follows

i.e. I’t must be a linear functional with respect to .
The second Postulate" The linear displacement D,, is defined by

(5) ’(b*) (r’(a*, b*) + 1)t(a*)+ Ft(a*, b*)’(a*) ,1)
F’s being summable functions, then

(6) Ft(,., a*, D,.. ,,.+,,,.) Ft(a*, a* + $a*)t(a*)
+ F(a*, a* + 8a*)d’(a*),

where l’t(a*, a* + Sa*) and F,t(a*, a* + Sa*) tend to zero as Sa*--)0,
since D,a,-- 1 for b* approaching a*.

The third Postulate: F’s depend upon the first variations of
functions a and a()t ortly, and are linear with respect to those varia-

(7) F(a*, a* +a*)= F(a*, a, a())
F(a*, $a + za, Sd) F(a*, a, a() + F(a*, a, a()), etc.

The fourth Postulate: F’s are of the linear differential forms of
Frchet with respect to the variations

Ft(a*, 3a, 3a() ro(a*)$a +. Io(a*)$a()t

+ Fot(a*)a’+ . F(a*)a(
(8)

F,t(a*, $a, Sa(i)) Ft.(a*)$a + r(a*)$a()) + Ft(a*)$a

+. (Ft.(a*)$a(’t+ F,(a*)a()l(’)) + Ft(a*)$a() .)

3. We can deduce from this displacement a generalization of
Michal,) MoisiP and the present author, by taking off a() and putting

The expression Fts(a*,b)s(a*) stands for Irtssds over a fixed interval. We1)

use in general the convention of letting the repetition of an index in a term, some as
subscripts and the others as superscripts, stand for a Lebesgue integration over a
fixed interval with respect to this index.

2) r06a((s)) means that this term is not integrated with respect to s.
3) A.D. Michal Function space-time manifolds, Proceedings of the Nat. Academy

of Science, 17 (1931), 217-225.
4) G.C. Moisil: Sur les varits fonctionnelles, Comptes Rendus Paris, 187

(1928), 796-798.
5) A. Kawaguchi Sur les diffrentes connexions de l’espace fonctionnel, Comptes

Rendus Paris, 189 (1929), 189-191 and tber tbertragungen im Funktionenraume,
Comptes Rendus du premier Congrs des Mathmaticiens des Pays Slaves, Warszawa
1929, 329-334.
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the restriction for a as well as hr.
at-l,t-O for t<a, t>b+n,

(9) at=f(t), t=(t) in a closed interval (a, b),
at=a, t=, for b+2-1<tb+2,

a* and * being constants and 2=1, 2, 3, n. The system of
invariants of this displacement is a generalization of that corresnding
to Picard’s transformation, by which the functiona t are transformed

that

p’s ing functionals of a In the later ca the transfomation (10)
snds for (7) in F.D.I. and the transfoation of the paramers
F are

(11) ,Ft= pt$,pt + Ft ,t=V +p=
where =$’p+"pF +"pt,)F + ,
and dt=’pt’t+ p, is the inver transormation o (10), then the
eoyarian dierential o t is transormed in sueh a manner as d. he
disglaeemen eorresnding o Frholm’s ransoation ean obain
by 9utting ptl and a seial ea o his disglaeemen, or which
F=eons., has diud by Miehal already. When indefinite instals
sand or definite instals, we have the disglaeements eoesnding
Volterra’s ransormaion. Putting t0, there ollows a dislaeemen
in a Hilbeian space, rom whieh Viali’s dislaeementz can be dedue
by seialization.

4. We eonsider nex another kind o uneional maniold. t M
be an ordinary manifold o finite dimensions and x(a= I, 2, n) be
a erdina sysm in it. We ake as M sueh a manifold that its
elemen is a system o N unetions o m real variables, o example
(,, ) (A I, , N), N and m being finite fixed inge.
Under the sumgtion tha the tnsormation in 7 in F.D.I. whieh
we name he fndmental trformaton in M, is liner homogenous

(12) "v=Pu
where P are unetions o z’s and ’s and i deerminan does not

1) A. D. Michal: Affinely connected function space manifold, American Journal
of Math., 50 (1928), 473-517.

2) G. Vitali: Geometria hello spazio hilbertiano, Atti d. R. Istituto Veneto, 87
(1927-28), 349-428 and Sopra una derivazione covariante nel calcolo assoluto generaliz-
zato, Rendiconti della R. Accademia Naz. dei Lincei, serie 6, 6 (1927), 202-206 and
278-282, etc.
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vanish, the parameters of a linear displacement v=-dv+Fv
are transformed as follows:

(13) "F=P(QF+dQt)
where sPQ. When the fundamental transformation is one due
to a change of variables y--y(, , y") as well as a trans-
formation of the coordinate system "x"x(x, x, x" y, y,
y) depending on the variables , we shall put V-n+m and
P-Oz^/Oz, introducing the notation z=y, for A-i, for
Am/ --a, then P=Q=0. The transformation (13) then proceeds to

(14) ,F__mr i,, k, l 1, 2, m

r, m+n
/

and we know, F has a contravariant property with respect to i
referred to the change of variables and eovariant property with respect
to/9 referred to the transformation of the coordinate system "x=’x
(a,.x, x=). The connections studied by Wundheiler) and Hlavat)
are both special cases of this displacement, as we can see easily. The
former correspond to a moving coordinate system along a curve, i.e. to
coordinate systems associated with all points on a curve, and the latter
to those associated with all points on a manifold of m dimensions.

5. The last displacement can also be obtained only by considera-
tion of manifolds of finite dimensions, and not of functional manifolds,
as follows. Let M be a manifold with a coordinate system y, M(
that with x and an element of M,, expressed by N numbers v, then
v depends upon xx and y, where the transformation of the coordinate
system x is not independent of y in general. From this standpoint
the displacements in Finsler’s space are also contained in the above-
mentioned as special cases. This consideration can be extended directly
to the case where the transformation of the coordinate system is
z=’z(z1, z, z") for n-l<:A__n:.

I) A. Wundheiler: Kovariante Ableitung und die Cesroschen Unbeweglich-
keitsbedingungen, Math. Zeitschrift, 36 (1932), 104-109.

2) V. Hlavat: tber eine Art der Punktkonnexion, ibid., 38 (1933), 135-145.


